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Proposed Election Deferred by ASUNM
By Steve Shoup
A special election proposed to fill
six Associated Students of the Uni-

versity of New Mexico Senate seats
has been put on hold, the ASUNM
president announced Tuesday.
Dan Serrano said a final decision
on the proposed Sept. 30 election is
expected Thursday.
ASUNM would have to go into
deficit spending to fund the election,
expected to cost about $3,000.
UNM administration and Board of
Regents approval is required before
any campus organization can go into
deficit, No statement has yet been
made by either the board or UNM
officials. ASUNM is currently in the
red by $57,000.
ASUNM constitution Article VII,
Section Four requires the president
to call elections if more than two
senate seats are vacant.
Associate Dean of Students Karen
Abraham said the election has
"more cons than pros about it, but
the constitution does mandate it."
Abraham added that the final decision on the election will be made by
a higher administrator.
Serrano said, "I did my constitutional duty and the administration is
doing its duty."
The regular general election is
still scheduled for November.
One of the scats to be filled will be
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that of Eugene Moffett, who resigned Tuesday to accept Serrano's
appointment as attorney general.
Citing Moffett's "extensive and
diverse experience,'' Semino said
Moffett's appointment was effective
immediately. Moffett replaces former Attorney General Devin Warwick, fired last week.
Serrano said Moffett was senior
member of the senate and has been
involved in a number of other
ASUNM organizations, including
the Elections Commission, the Fiesta Committee and the Lobby Committee.
Moffett said his first projects will
be to work on the election and settle
the question of the quorum in the
senate, in light of the numerous resignations, Two-thirds of the senate
membership must be present to act ·
on business.

Presidential appointments must
have the concurrence of the senate,
Sieve Shoup
Serrano said he will seek some forn1
Associated
Students
of
the
University
of
New
Mexico
Senator
of non-binding approval from senate
members if he is unable to get Mof- Eugene MoHett {left} resigned Tuesday to accept President
fett confirmed immediately due to Dan Serrano's appointment as the senate's new attorney
lack of a quorum.
general. The appointment is eHective immediately.
Serrano said he is still reviewing
applications to fill the office of lobby committee chairman and said he
expects to make an appointment on
Friday. Mark Duran resigned as lobby committee chairman last week.
BEJRUT, Lebanon (UPI} .._ sive" information, but declined to
U.S. Marines went to the Shouf point out other fact-finding misMountain war front Tuesday at the sions.
direction of the U.S. peacekeeping
A Western military source said
forces commander, but their role the Marine peacekeeping unit rewas limited to observing, a Marines cently provided 155 mm artillery
spokesman said.
shells to the Lebanese anny in Souk
The presence of Marines and also el Gharb when they ran low on
U.S. army trainers in Souk el Gharb ammunition.
came as anti-government artillery
The Office of Military Cooperafire shattered an undeclared truce.
tion is also on contract to expedite
Marine Warrant Officer Charles arms deliveries, but the office is
Rowe said the Marines were on a separate from the four-nation
fact-finding mission to help the peacekeeping force to which the Unpeacekeepers defend their positions ited States contributes 1,200
at. Beirut Airport from artillery Marines.
attacks from anti-government forces
A senior Lebanese government
in the Shouf Mountains.
source said rebel forces were masIn Washington; White House and sing ncar the key army position of
congressional negotiators reached a Souk el Gharb, .a strategic hilltown
tentative agreement that would overlooking Beiru~.
aflow the I ,200-man Marine force to
stay in Lebanon for 18 months in the
role of peacekeepers.
The tentative agreement reported
by administration officials .came a
Albuquerque hospitals will offer
day after U.S. Navy war shtps fired local residents opportunities to sec
barrages at anti-government troops emergency medicine up close this
in direct support of the Lebanese week during National Emergency
army which was under heavy attack Medicine Week.
by Syrian-backed Druze militiamen.
Emergency room open houses for
The United States has said de· the public are scheduled at Universi~
fense of Souk cl Gharb is necessary ty of New Mexico Hospital, Heights
for the protection of American military personnel, including the
peacekeeping forces.
UPI photographers saw Marine
peacekeeping troops and also U.S.
Army Green Beret military trainers
in Souk el Gharb. The Army, in con·
A decision is expected no later
trast to the peacekeepers, is on con- than Monday on the Fat Chance Bar
tract to provide training to Lebanese and Grill liquor license appeaL
troops.
Owners of the Fat Chance went
The Army's Office of Military before Santa Fe DistrictCourt Judge
Cooperation had no immediate com- Art En"cinias Friday to appeal city
ment 1 but the Marine peacekeeping hearing officer Albert Chavez's July
force said four to six Marines were 28 denial of a full service liquor
on a fact-finding mission.
license to the business. The Fat
"The commanding officer (Col. Chance is located at 2216 Central
Timothy Geraghty) from time to Ave. S.E., across from the UniCity paramedics attend to Amy Gary, 23; a UNMstudent,
time has the need to send observers versity of New Mexico.
who was hit by a car while crossing at Yale and Central at
forward so they can' gi\ther informa·
Co-owner Steve Bass said the
noon tuesday. Gary was taken to Presbyterian Hospital
tion for him to make decisions. two-and-a-half hour hearing went
That's what they were doing'in Souk . well.
where she is listed in stable condition. No citation was
el
Gharb," Rowe said.
"There were good arguments on
issued.
He said there has been a "con: both sirles,'' Bass said. ''We'll just
rinuing need" to gather ••.defen-. have to wait and sec."

Marines

~observe'

Front

Cow Causes
Rocket Spill,
Area Closure
SHAMROCK,
Texas
(UP I) - A segment of Interstate
40 was closed fer several hours
Tuesday and residents of four
houses temporarily evacuated because a truck carrying I, 746
small rockets overturned, officials said.
A six-man military team from
El Paso's Fort Bliss reported no
damage to 72 rockets that spilled
when the truck hit a cow and
overturned around 3:30a.m. about one and a half miles west of
Shamrock, ncar Oklahoma.
Fort Bliss spokeswoman
Mariann Rittner said the military
team opened boxes containing
the spilled roclt'ets, but found no
damage. A weapons expert from
Fort Sill in Lawton, Okla., also
was dispatched to the site, officials said.
The rockets, which are 2. 75
inches in diameter and 4 feet
long, did not contain warheads,
Ms. Rittner said.
A private trucking firm was
transporting the rockets from the
army's Pine Bluff Arsenal in Pine
Bluff, Ark., to Holoman Air
Force Base in Alamogordo,
N.M., Ms. Rittner said.
Larry Todd, Austin spokesman for the Texas Department of
Public Safety, said no one was
injured when the truck overturned on its side on 1-40 in
Wheeler County.
There was no fire. but the area
was scaled off just in case. Residents of four houses in the area
were asked to leave their homes
for several hours.
Traffic was rerouted until midafternoon while the area was inspected and cleared. Todd said a
private truck from Amarillo con·
tinued hauling the rockets.
Officials said they did not
know whether 5 I mph winds at
the time contributed to the accident.

Open Houses Held

License Appeal
Pending for Bar

General Hospital, Lovelace Medical
Center; Presbyterian Hospital Center and St. Joseph Hospital. Many of
the tours will include videotape
showings of special health programs
offered by the hospital or particular
health topics.
Individual hospitals should be
contacted for specific days and
hours of tours.
The weeklong focus on cmcrgcn~
cy medicine, the newest nationally
recognized medical specialty l is
sponsored by the New Mexico
Chapter of the American College of
Emergency Physicians.

INSIDE
A FELLIN/ FAIR:
See Page 4

FLASH DANCE:
See Page 6

REALITY STEPS:
See Page 7
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WATCH OUT!

~r~e
UNM
Skydiving Club'S Display
Friday in the Sub 11a.m.·1p.m.

!

*

Sign up for the 1st Jump Class Sept. 24
For the Thrill of Your Life!

~ Wire Report

National Chicano Health Organization
Welcomes all pre-health st!.!dents
to o!.lr bi-monthly meeting
nesday, Sept. 21, 7:00-B:OOpm at
1815 Roma NE
ity services will be discussed
ore information call 277-5029

e
Unkersity of NetL' Mexico
School of Medicine,
Dids.ion of Dermatology

~
:

UNITED NATIO)IS- The J:.N. General Assembly Tuesday began a three-month session to discuss
-+c problems of a world clouded by a sharp 1..! .S.-Sol'iet r.ift
-+c over ~he shooting down of a Somh Korean airliner by a
Russmn fighwr.
Assembly President Imre Hollai of Hungary convened the 38th annual meeting in an offici~! ceremony
gathering of delegates from 157 nations before passing
the gavel to a new president.
The assembly will select a new president between
leading contenders Panamanian Vice President Jorge
lllueca and Bahamian ambassador Davidson Hepburn
and choose 31 vice presidents and the chairmen of the
Assembly's seven principal committees.
Most delegates shrugged off remarks by U.S.
Ambassador Charles Lichenstein that Soviet and other
representatives who thought the Cnited States was not
up to its role as host countt>' should leave and take the
L'nitcd Nations with them.
Lichenstein, in an exchange with SoYiet delegate Igor
Yakovle\' in the Committee For Rela.tions with the Host
Country. said Monday if the Soviet L'nion and other

WASHINGTON- President
Reagan reluctantly agreed Tuesday
to sign a long-sought compromise
congressional resolution that will
allow U.S. Marines to stay in Lebanon another 1& months but restrict
their role.
The a=.ement. drafted to head
off a confrontation over the e5calatin£ L'.S. militar\' role in Beirut and
terms of the !9~3 War Powers Resolution. was announced almost
simultaneously by Reagan at the
White House and House Speaker
Thomas O'~eill on Capitol Hill.
The compromise resolution was

RECONDITIONED
STEREO EQUIPMENT
FOR SALE OR TRADE
•
:
•
•

Receivers, Tuners, Amps,
Turntables, Tope Recorders,
Speakers, Equalizers

•

THE AUDIO CLINIC, INC.

••
••

1616EubonkB~d.NE

introduced by Senate Republican
leader Howard Baker just hours after
it was outlined, Baker asked for
"expedited proceedings" and the
measure was immediately sent to the
Foreign Relations committee.
Reagan said he would sign the
agreement despite ''substantial reservations about parts" of it.
Reagan said he would sign the
measure if it remains unchanged
from the version he saw Tuesday.
Officials said the pact calls fot
Congress to declare that Reagan
should have invoked the War Powers Resolution following the deaths

Salmonella Investigated

30-day labor warranty.
Cash paid for saleable used
ltems·-working or not

: 29.8-7566

9om-6pm

3 Dlocks North of Consrirurion Ave.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

SA.'iTA FE - State health offi- with tests showing that the regular
cials hope to pin down the source of school drinking water was not the
a food poisoning outbreak at a Carl- source of the infection.
sbad elementary school by the end of
Mann said the lack of food supthe \\eek, said the state plies for test! ng means officials will
epidemiologist Tuesday.
have to rely primarily on the
Dr. Jonathan Mann said the out· epidemiological investigation. in
break of salmonella. which affected which investigators talk to the
I 00-120 people at Monterrey affected people to try to learn what
Elementary School. ··appears to be
they ate during the critical period
over. It peaked between Sept. 9 and
and when and where they ate it.
Sept. 12:·
The outbreak affected about oneThe investi2ation has focused on quarter of the students and a few
the food and \,·ater supplies at the adults at the school.
school on Sept. 8-9, said Mann.
"We're analyzing this information now:' he said. "and hoping we
will be able to reach some conclusions by the end of the week."

CHADAD JEWISH ACTIVITIES CENTER
:t: j:Rib.AY 9-16
6:45 KOL NIDI\E SEI\YICE
SATURDAY 9-17
10:00 A.M. Yom Kippur Morning Service

S.Au~TA FE, N .M.. -The chairman of the Stale Corporation Commission
and the attorney general are preparing codes of conduct for the SCC which
differ on the acceptance of campaign contributions from regulated
businesses.
The proposed code being circulated by SCC Chainnan Eric Serna would
allow the commissioners. who are elected, to accept the contributions. The
sec regulates telephones, trucks. buses and railroads and supervises insurance companies.
The code being prepared by Attorney General Paul Bardacke would
.
disallow contributions from the regulated businesses.
Serna·s draft code is patterned on one recently adopted by the Public
Service Commission, another state regulatory body whose members are
appoi~te~. Although it wo_uld ~llow the contributions, it would prohibit
comnll5Sioners from acceptmg gtfts or loans that would "tend to influence''
pending matters.
Sem,a said the; S~C members should not be singled out for restrictions in
campaJgn contnbutions.
Bardacke said !'-1onday he hopes to discuss the two proposals when his
office completes tiS work. at the end of the week.
''We should get together and see if they can make a better code for
themselves," he said. "They shouldn •t hastily adopt a code,"

FPJDAY9·2~

12:00 P.M. Yzkor Memorial Service 10:00 A.M. Morning Service

WEDNESDAY 9·21
6:45 Sukkor Service

6:45P.M. Evening Service

SATURDAY 9-24
10:00 A.M. Shabbat Morning
Service

£VEP.YON£ WELCOME
Chabad House
1801 Sigma Chi N.E. Albuquerque, N.M.
Phone 296-6060

Bonus Coupon

\

We want to be a Zoo Parent!
Help us adopt a baby tiger from
"'· .§!Y
the Rio Grande Zoo.
Bring this coupon on any single donation per week for your
contribution towards adopting one of the 2 baby tigers recently
born at the zoo.

S1. 1

per donor

1 per \~eek

J
'i

"Some students might be frustrated at first because they have t9
take secondary orelcmentary education before they can take special
education," said Van Etten, "but I
think it's· excellent training:'
Students can pick up applications
in Special Education Department
Room 204. Completed applications
should be returned to the department
by Oct. 7. Interviews will be held
Oct. 17-19. For more information,
contact Van Etten at 277-5018,

Soou Caraway

Tim Garcia shows his stlye on the teeter-totter bf.lll df.lring the Exceptional Rodeo
Tuesday at Tingley Col/iseum. The Special Rodeo is for handicapped children between
ages five and six. The rodeo is prodf.lced by Therapeutic Horsemanship of New Mexico,
Inc.

International Students Essay Competition Offered
By Eleanor Pedro
International students have the
opportunity tp win up to $1 ,000 by
writing the best essay in the second
annual Scholarship Essay Competition for International Students.

ASUNM
Duplicating
Center

The contest, sponsored by the International Underwriters/Brokers
Inc., may be entered by any fulltime student enrolled in a degreegranting or English language training program who will continue in
higher education in the United

Expires September 31, 1983
.

Yale Blood
122 Yale S.E. 266·5729

$1

---------------------------

dents from other countries affect the
States.
Entries must be I ,500 words .or character of U.S. higher education?
Entries must be postmarked no laless on one of these two topics: Discuss various ways in which educa- t\lr than Dec. I .
tional exchange contributes to interApplications may be obtained
national and global understanding; from the Office of International
or. In what ways do you think stu- Programs. 1717 Roma N.E.

STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
MEETING!
l.eglslatlve Involvement

Q_roc•ry Price Surveya

LOWEST PRICE

IN TOWN
·TYPEWRITER RENTALS AVAILABLE·
HOURS: MON·FRI8·9/SAT 10·4
A LITTLE HARDER TO FIND
BUT WORTH IT.
LOCATED IN THE NORTH SUB BASEMENT

SCC Codes of Conduct Proposed

THUIUDAY 9-22
10:00 A.M. Sukkot Morning Service
6:45 P.M. Evening Service

6:00 P.M. Mincha Service

of two Marines among the U.S.
peacekeepers Aug. 29. Two more
Marines have died in shelling since.
The resolution gives Congress the
authority to order troops home within 60 days if they are under attack or
face imminent hostilities.
O'Neill asserted that under the
agreement, worked out in a week of
negotiations, Reagan ·'does acknowledge the war powers act in our
opinion.''
"The signature of the president,
no matter what his disclaimers are,
is acknowledgement oft he war powers act,'' he said.
The Marines' mission would be
defined in terms of their participation in the multi-national peacekeeping force and their presence
would be restricted to the Beirut area
under the pact.
But the provision also would be
flexible to allow U.S. involvement
in "such measures as arc necessary
to protect the Marines. •• This would
permit the use of naval artillery and
tactical air support.
In framing the compromise, officials noted Reagan's opposition to a
strict interpretation of the war powers act's timetable provision and belief that presidential prerogatives
should not be usurped by a rcquiremeilt for congressional approval.
They said there was virtually an un"
written agreement that Reagan
would be publicly reluctant about
si~ning the compromise.

before school opened, And the
opportunities in rural areas are even
greater."
Before students can enter the
program, they must first be accepted
into the elementary or secondary
education programs, must have
completed special education 201
and 204 with a grade of "B" or
better and passed the screening process.
The screening process, she said,
does oat involve any testing, but
rather concentrates on personal and
professional merits.
For elementary education. majors,
the program is offered as a minor,
and for secondary education, the
program is completed as one of the
teaching fields,

Metro Court Guide

YOM KIPPUI\ 6 SUKKOT SCHEDULE

6: GO P.M. Neil a Services Followed
by Break-the-Fast

U.N. members feel they were being miwcatcd, ''then
the United Statc.s strougly encourages such member
states seriously to consider themselves and this organization from the soil of the United States."
White House spokesman Larry Speakes said the remarks seemed to be "off-the-cuff" and should not be
considered a change of U.S. policy.
The virulent verbal attack by Lichenstein was a response to Soviet eritic.isms that the U.S. government
reneged on its responsibilities toward U.N. diplomats
and had forced Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei Gromyko to cancel his appearance at the Assembly.
U.N. spokesman Francois Giuliani said the Soviet
delegation to the AsBembly a!Tivcd at Kennedy airport
late Monday from Belgium and that the Soviet delegation will be headed by Ambassador Oleg Troyanovsky.
"This question goes beyond the sphere of SovietUnited States relations and affects the interests of all
United Nations member states," Vladimir Daukshta, a
Soviet press spokesman told UPI.
"We regard it as an alarming precedent which should
be treated as such by all parties concerned." he said.

Resolution Allows Marines To Remain

• FDA regulations prohibit females of child-bearing potential to
participate in this drug study.

•

The Special Education department is accepting applications for a
program that will offer an additional
teacher certification for secondary
and elementary education students.
The Undergraduate Endorsement
Program allows students to complete their bachelor's degree in
elementary education or secondary
.education and become certified to
teach special education at the classroom level, said C~dene Van
Etten, coordinator of the undergraduate program.
"What the endorsement program
essentially does," Van Etten said,
"is improve a student's marketability. Not only will a student come out
of UNM with a certification in
secondary or elementary education,
but also with a ceriification in special education."
The 28-credit-hour endorsement
program concentrates on training
teachers for work with mildly handicapped students. Titc program provides a "k-12" certification, which·
enables students to tea.ch fi{stthrough 12th-grade handicapped
students.
The endorsement program was. initiated at UNM, Van Etten said, to
meet the demand for special education teachers statewide.
"There just are not enough special education teachers to fill the
classrooms in the state of New Mexico," she said. "It is definitely an
open job market."
Job opportunities for special
education arc excellent, she said,
"In Albuquerque alune there were
approximately 60 positions available in the public schools two weeks

U.N. Assembles To Discuss Problems

t

is studying the
effectiveness of a short-term,
new topical potent steroid
cream in the treatment of
eczema and psoriasis.
Patients should be between
the age of 12 and i5.
For more information, please call27i-6ii.O
betu:een the hours of9 a.m. and 6 p.m.

••
••
••

By Harrison Fletcher

t
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National Chicano Health
Organization

Teacher Program Slated

United Press International

Banking surveys

NEW
MEXICO
PUBLIC
INTEREST
RESEARCH
GROUP

Women In The Worklorce tluide

Edu.cati<>nal Forums

Voter Registration

Landlord/Tenant Hotline

New Mexico PtRG is a student group working to get .students
involved in issues that affect them. Learn how to be an
effective citizen! Find out more at our General Interest Meeting:

WEDNESDAY
SEPT. 21, 7:3CI=M
RM. 211
MITCHELL HALL
For More Information call NMPIRG at 277-2757
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Forum
-----Humor-----

BLOOM COUNTY

For me (California, Class of '63), a Beach Boys concert is on a par
with a performance of Wagner's Ring- it's As close as I'll ever get to
a religious experience. It's not surprising then that I was determined
to see them . even at the cost of a trip to the state fair, something th<~t
would inspire fear and loathing in any sensitive individual.
In our pitiful naivete we left at 7 for an 8:30 concert. It was a brisk
half·mile walk to the west gate, the traffic and humanity growing
thicker ilS we approached the entrance.] began to think of the evacuation of L.A. in War of the Worlds,

We survived to reach the racetrack, where we found a huge, but
friendly mob. Babies were screaming, women were fainting, and
families were torn asunder. At the turnstile, I was relieved to see there
was no uniformed man herding us into boxcars or separating the
able-bodied from the unfit. Once inside, we discovered that we would
be sitting at a far end, which afforded us a fine view of a pile of
speakers. Men with large arms threatened anyone who approached
Reserved Seating, which had sold out within a couple of days.

A View from the Bottom
By Richard Berthold
The main function ofthe warm-up group, the Planf)ts, was to let us
know that we wouldn't be hearing very well either. During the long
wait for the Beach Boys (they apparently couldn't get Brian out of
bed), a man came out and told us we should th<~nk the governor and
fair commission, and we joined the crowd in some enthusiastic
booing, There was in fact good cheer (and controlled substances) all
around us, refreshing after the unspeakable evil of the midwav.
The crowd began chanting ''Beach Boys, Beach Boys", and we
joined in, throwing our arms out in a salute and thinking of Nurnberg
on the Rio Grande. If was good to know that after being falsely
accused by Minister Watt, our beloved Beach Boys had been declared
·ideologically sound by Chairman Reagan.

by Don Bruckner

MOOSE·
AUhilr,

G~L£M£~

l

fiON'T wArJT YOU 1'0 . Tilii'E
THE AGG !lo:S TDO LiGHTI. Y, , ,

I

LOCII< - JV&T IJGCA VS e
WE REliT THEM lil•l'f
I-JIST Yt::AA 00£SN'T MEArl
JT WlLL HAPPEN AGit!N
\

I

Editor:
An .American tragedy for fu·
ture generations has been set in
motion by atomic age. presi·
dents, including Mr. Reagan.
They have had ample proof of
daily radiation dangers from
commercial nuclear reactors but
they have condoned them.
They have not been strong
enough to resist the gilt-edged
propaganda of the atomic industry, despite prophetic warnings
by impeccable scientists including, but not limited to, Drs, .John
Gofman and Edward Martell.
Our atmosphere is becoming unlivable.

Victory Advice
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Gt:::E HOW

()(.1 YOV OEf!ENe,
AGAINST 'IHIIT<'"

-----·Letters-----------heads under a bushel.
Examine the record of a man
who has been a leader on this
campus for three years and then
ratify your letter. You may get
Parks thrown out and you may
get Warwick back in, but I assure
you that you can then watch the
last particles of organization and
cooperation in this student government slide farther down the
tubes.
Bob Rice

Duran Praised
For 'Sacrifice'

Editor:
They finally appeared and launched into "I Wish They Ail Could Be
California Girls." I wished I could be at the concert. We could barely
For a job that not only requires
Jack Briggs
hear our Boys over the booming bass rumble ofthe inadequate sound
vision for trends in state politics,
system. For us the ritual singing of "Help Me, Rhonda" and "Good
but also vision for trends in stuVibrations" fell completely flat, and Mike Love insulted us all by
dent
politics, former Associated
telling us the holy words we already knew by heart. And they even
Students
of New Mexico Lobby
had the gall to play two Jan and Dean songs without identifying them
Committee Chairman Mark
as such.
Editor:
Duran was a good model. Not
Come on, senators. Surely you only did Mr. Duran and his com·
The final blow came during the encores. I was digging the music as
best~ could, when I noticed a tiny figure appear on the stage. I raised aren't proud of your public dis· mittee accomplish all the major
the bmoculars and a wave of nausea rolled over me. The Governor for play of inexperiences and lack of goals which they began last
All Seasons[ He was in his cowboy mode and accompanied by dane· knowledge as evidenced on the September for the 1983 leg isla·
ing girls, which I assumed were his staff. This was insult piled upon Forum page bfthe Sept. 20 Lobo. tive session, but they earned the
injury. On top of everything else we again were forced to watch El
You approve of Frank Parks' respect of our state senators and
Cacahuete running for national office. He left accompanied by a remarks ("statements •.. were representatives in the process.
relevant") but apparently didn't
Because of last year's lobby
phalanx of guards. Threat notes from barbers, no doubt.
.
approve of his manner of pre- effort, ·not only do New Mexico
0~ the way ou! through the parking lot we saw half a cozen blacks- sentation. Ladies and gentlestudents have a vote on the Jlllbeatmg up a white dude, and my spirits revived somewhat at this man, if you want to win, you important Board of Educational
scene of minority self·help. The performance had been a disappoint· must. fight •. Victory does not Finance, something which they
ment but had provided the occasion fora briefjourneyintoAmerica. come to those who sit with their- never had before, but students

N(WMEXICo--------------

EVEN If l1Ji'IA BeST
OFFEEII!S!VE PLA'r 1$ THe

\

'Tragedy' Set

By Dennis Pohlman

lllspanlc F.nR,Inrcrlng Orglulllallon will hold a
general meeting at 7 p.m. today in th~ Old Lecture

HnU to discuss elections and the ilpcorqing Ca_reer
Fair. More information is availabl¢ at277-6610.

H looks like a gigantic upside-

Fair Invokes Fellini

The gate channeled us directly into the midway, the length of which
had to be traversed in order to reach the concert site. Suddenly, we
were in a Fellini movie, confronting a seemingly endless gauntlet of
l!nattractive humanity. Thousands of people, most all of them with
vacant expressions, prl')ssed against us: skinny cowboys with pointy
boots and hats two sizes too big, big-breasted women with tight pants
and thick makeup, and muscularcholo types with half-length T·shirts.
Hemming us all in were several miles of booths, manned by hard·
looking carney clones inviting us to give them our money. There was
a signpost up ahead- we had entered the Twilight Zone.

High-Tech Turbine Introduced

UNM Tndlbl11zers will hold applican~ lntcrviews at
6 p.m. today. I( )'OU have a prOblem with this plen$C
call Mark Ha)'es at 8BIM377J.

can also enjoy the prospect of
more work-study money. Furth·
ermore, because of an exceptional effort, for the first time in
several years students are
paying a tuition price which is
the same as it was last year.
These goals, were achieved
not only because New Mexico
students as a whole were able to
agree upon and consolidate their
priorities, but because New Mexico students agreed that Mark
Duran possessed the desire and
knowledge required to follow
through and make these things
happen. Mr. Duran not only led
the lobby effort for UNM students, but he was selected to
lead the lobby effort of all the
college students in fhis state. His
sacrifice of time, effort and
humility while still maintaining a
student status and image made
the difference for New Mexico
students.
In filling the Lobby Committee
chairman's slot, President Dan
Serrano will surely be hard·
pressed. Few are the candidates
who will be willing to maintain
the high standards which have
been set. The shaping of "re·
sponsible common will" between students requires much
more than desire, it requires sacrifice, humility and a seJfcrespect
that will be tested time and time
again.
Rorj Pacheco
Senate Pro-Tem

•

down eggbeater, but it can generate
enough electricity to power nearly
40 homes.
It's called a VAWTPOWER 185
vertical axis wind turbine, and when
New Mexico Lt. Oov. Mike Runnels pushed the button to start the
device Tuesday, he may have
ushered in a new era for high technology industry in the state, said
officials of Forecast Industries Inc
the Albuquerque-based firm whic.h
conslructed the device with the aid
of private inveslors, the state and the
University of New Mexico.
The standard production model
turbine stands more than I 00 feet
high and is rated at 185 kilowatts in a
37 mph wind. They are costeffective at sites with a 14 mph average wind speed, and when operating
at top efficiency, the rotor blades
spin at more than 100 mph.
"While it's not for sure yet that
we will be successful in manufacturing and marketing these machines,
I'd say our company has managed to
draw together all the resource~ in the
state thatpcople say should be better
utilized," said Paul Vosburgh, president of Forecast.
"We brought together in one project the research engineers at the
national laboratories, university students, private industry and state
government - and everyone seems
pleased with the results,·' he said.
Vosburgh, who spent 26 years
with ALCOA Inc .. including six as
marketing manager for that company's wind turbine development
venture from 1975-81. decided to
set off on his own with the project
when ALCOA determined it was no
longer financially feasible to continue.
He founded Forecast in March
1982 with four employees. Now,
just 17 months later, Vosburgh has a
staff of22 and is accepting orders for
his wind turbines at the rate of two a
week.
Forecast is technically supported
by the UNM Engineering Research
Institute (NMERI). Development of
the "powerhouse" -the equip·
ment needed to start, stop and reg·
ulate the speed of the turbine - was
funded by the New Mexico Energy
Research and Development Institute
(NMERDI). Start-up and develop·
ment of the company has also been
aided by the UNM Technological
Innovation Program, the New Mex-

Nn,ionRI (:;hlcuoo Jlea11h ·Org11nlzatlon invites aU

Stacy Green
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wW be djscus$ed. More Information is a.Ynilablc at
277-5029.

Nan:otlcs Anon)'IUO!lS will hold ju ''A Step at a
Time" group meeting al 7:30p.m. Wednesdl\Y.S at St.
Jo~c;:p_h Ho~pital's Bhmdlna Room, 400 Walter N.E.
Open tP the public,
Bap!lst Student Union ·serves. hpme-cooked mcab
at.ncon ~very Wednesday fl.i 401 Univer$Jty, Con is
$1, More lnformJttton is·av!{ilable at :;!43·5401.
Baha'I Student Assod"tttm invites t:VCr~'one (O
participate In nn Informal open· forum, discussion on
various topics of Interest at? p.m. Wednc:sday_s In
NM Union Room 23l·A, B. More; information Is
ava!l~bl~ at2(i,.l80J.
UNM Womrn'_s Center will prc.~ent a slide
presentation of working with rape and Incest sur·
vivors at noon today nt the Wo111~n's Center. More
information is available t\t 277-3716.
UNM College Republlt'lut~ will meet at 7;JO p.m.
lOdl!Y in NM Union Room 230, The gue$t speaker will
be State Representative Hal Stratton. More Information is available at 268-7172,

Thursday's Events
Wnwqn Wbccls square dance dub will meet nt 7
p.m. Thursdays- in NM Union Room 2ll. Fee is 50
cents. More in(onnation is ijVailableMS42·0046.
1'hc UNM Folk DanCl'l'll will

~dve

e()uples folk

dancing cla!i$l':S at 7:30 p.m. Thumlnys In the NM

Union BallrooJU, Partners !lfe pot necessary nod
are welcomed, More information is
1\\'ailablc at 293·1490.
b~ginncr$

UNM Ski Cl1Jb wlll·meet at 7 p.m. Thursday il1 NM
Union second floor south lounge, We will plnn some
trips and eJect uew offkeu:, More information is
available at 266-1742.
Society (or Cre11Uve Anuehronbm will hold a talk
on the social position _of heralds In the Middle Ages
and how iL fils into life In theSCA at 7 p.trt. Thursday
in NM Union Room 2SO, Atl are welcome to attend.
Mpn: infom1a.tlon is available at 344-8766.

BIGVALLBY

RAifCH COIWPANY
Sink Bouse & Lmge

Welcomes UNM Students
with

Rock & Roll
Tues.-Sat.
9:30-l;30a.m.

This week: LADY FLASH

Scott Caraway

Forecast Industries' prototype vertical axis wind turbine
stands 10 stories above the West Mesa.
leo Solar Industry Development everyone involved.''
Corp., Arthur Andersen and Co.,
Vosburgh pointed out that the
the federal Department of Energy prototype turbine dedicated Tuesday
and the law office ofT.B. Keleher. is just the beginning.
·
"I'd say that the assistance we
"We have five more in various
received through UNM, both tech- phases of production, and have
nical and financial, was very impor- orders from a number of clients for
tant in getting us started," said Vos- more. By the end of next year, you
burgh, who obtained some hopefully will be able to see small
S 190,000 in research grants from forests of our turbines churning
NMERDI to move his turbine idea to away anywhere there is a steady
the production stage.
wind - and the power generated
''This is a home-grown company goes into the utility grid, allowing
that is providing new opportunities utility companies to use less oil, coal
and jobs for New Mexico, •' he said. and natural gas to generate power.
''I think the state has taken a chance That will keep rates down, and be
in investing in us, but the potential cleaner and cheaper besides,'' said a
benefits are well worth the risk for proud Vosburgh.

Survey Predicts Rise 1n Student Jobs
The survey found that employers following the 1974-75 recession.
plan to increase their workforce by While the hiring strength in 1976 is
26 percent while cutting back just slightly better than the present 26
nine percent for the fourth quarter of percent, the same percentage of
this year, as compared to an 18 per· firms surveyed than were expecting
cent increase and a 14 percent cut- staff reductions," said Fromstein.
back last year.
"The figures are close enough to
The sharpest increase in available indicate that rehiring activity has bejobs for the fourth quarter will be in gun and job•hunting should therewholesale and retail trades and in the fore become much easier in the quar· ·
manufacture of durable goods for .ters ahead."
the holiday season, the survey said:
Although in the Western region,
which includes New Mexico, hiring
HOURS
strength will be slightly lower than
the national average for the fourth
Mon-Fri 7:30-7:3
quarter, the survey indicates that the
Sat 10-5
overall figures arc better than all
other fourth quarters for the region
Sun 12-5
since 1979.
Conversely, hiring by western
transportation and public utilities
employers is expected to be much
better than any other geographic region in the fourth quarter, according
to the survey.
"The hiring ouilook for the last
quarter parallels the survey findings
in a like period of the 1976 upturn

edii letters: for fengttl and libelc:ws content.

Editor ••••••• , •••••••••••••••

to their meeting nl7 p.m. today at
181!) Roma N.E. Com:mm1it)' ~erviccs and Jlctivlties

Today's Events

8904 Menaul NE

Art Therapy To Be Lecture Topic
the usc of art media to help rape UNM's Drug-Counseling Services,
and incest survivors deal with emo- will be the guest speaker.
A slide show will be presented,
tional trauma will be the topic of
followed
by a discussion.
today's Brown Bag lecture at the
The lecture, held in conjunction
University o( New Mexico's
with Sexual Assault Awareness
Women's Center.
Josie Abbcnantc, a counselor at Week, will begin at noon,

•

299.9517

Levi's Wrangler
501's

Jeans
Cords
Painter's Pants

SADDLEMAN

Sedgefield

BOOT CUT

Fashion Jeans

SHRINK TO FIT

$16.99

•

There will be more jobs available
to students looking for work during
the upcoming holidays and more
work for graduating seniors next
spring, according to a recent survey
by a Milwaukee-headquartered temporary employment service.
In its Employment Outlook Survey for the fourth quarter of 1983
(October, November and Decem·
ber). Manpower Inc. makes employment predictions based on a poll
that included more than 11,400 employers in 354 U.S. cities. The firm
concludes that the strong upswing in
the hiring trend is the result of an
economic recovery that began last
spring.
. "The results of the survey cml·
firm that we are in a recovery period,
and if the recovery corttinues at its
present pace, a full-scale hiring buil·
dup could came after the first cal en·
dar quarter next year," said Mitchell
S. Fromstein, president of the fim1.
He also noted that the first quarter
of each year "traditionally reflects 11
reduction in hiring activity following the active holiday season."

pr~hcaHh litud~nl:l

lobo
men's
shop
NOW OPEN
Sundays
11-5

2120
Central SE

243-6954

2312 Central S.E.
Across ftom Popejoy Hall
255·9673

COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
COPIESCOPIESCOPIES
FREE Collation

5¢

TYPING
10°/o OFF
·---------------------·--·--------·-···-·-·-·-·-·-···;
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I
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TERM PAPERS-•REStJMES
THESES··LETTERS··LEGAI.S
EDITING SERVICE

IBM SELECTRI«;: II .

ALL STYLES OF TYPING
OVERNITE SERVICE

with this ad through 10·31·83
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Dancers Put On Flashy Show
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Jly Eric Madj)y

.If anybody appreci<Jtes the turnaround in the University of New
Mexico football team over the
past three years, it is Fred
Zechman.
Zechman, in his first year as
head coach at New Mexico State
University after a successful
career as an assistant ~t Ohio
State, said he realizes it took the
Lobos some time to earn a win·
ning record under a new coaching
philosophy and it will take his
Aggie team a while to do the
same.
"I can imagine how everyone
felt four years ago when joe Morrison came to New Mexico and
went 4-7 his first year," Zechman said Tuesday. '• It takes time
to build a program and to change
the attitude. Fortunately, the people here realize this and are helping as much as they can within
their limitations."
Zechman said his team, 1-2
this year after losing to North
Texas State 49-3 last week, has
played well with the exception of
"the offense, defense and kicking units. Actually, our defense
has played well enough to make
us 2-1, but the offense hasn't
been moving the ball. But we
started to come around at the end
of last week and I think we'll
continue to improve.
''We're not doing anything
different. You have to learn technique on offense, and with technique comes discipline," Zechman said. "On defense early in
the year you can be a little more
aggressive.
"We have played well at

•
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Les Ballets Jazz dancers express primitive themes in a highly stylized, percussive work
titled "La. Faim."

The Advisory Board
of
Conceptions Southwest
is now accepting

Applications for
1983-84 Editor
of Conceptions Southwest

By Leslie Donovan
Some too short, most too lithe, all
too relaxed, wearing oversized
sweaters, t-shirts and ragged jeans,
they didn't look much like ballet
dancers Monday afternoon during
rehearsal, but by 8:15p.m. the 12member Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal had been transformed as they
opened the Popejoy Hall Cultural
Series season.

(UNM's Fine Art/Literary Publication)
All applicants must be registered UNM students and should hove
some background In fine ort, literature or performing orts. The
position of Editor requires commitment and interest In all oreos of
ort. Hours are flexible, but overage between 10 to 30 hours per
week. This position is non-poying ond corrles no ocodemic credit,
but a great deal of procricol experience con be gained.
Applications moy be picked up In Marron Hall, Room 131 ond
when returned must be accompanied by o resume ond o brief
sample of cre·otive or pertinent work.

For more information,
call 277-5656
Deadline to return applications is
12 noon, Mon. Sept. 26, 1983

Though they still didn't look or
move quite like ballet dancers,
which the term "Ballets Jazz"
would lead one to expect, Les Ballets showed an Albuquerque audi·
ence what true dance can be with a
flashy, sometimes provocative,
combination of modern dance, jazz
dance, ballet and mime.
Despite the name, the Montreal
company doesn't count itself among
the ranks of ballet.
Instead, rehearsal mistress and

STUDENT TRAVEL invites you to come along
Contact Student Travel to reserve your seat
277-2336

LOBO FOOTBALL

September 24
Lobos vs. New Mexico State
Cost: $20.00

October 8 and 9
Lobos vs. Texas Tech
price per person:
2/rm $55.00
3/rm $52.00
4/rm $50.00

October 14 and 15
Lobos vs. BYU
price per person:

October 28 and 29
Lobos vs. Colorado State
price. per person:

2/rm $82.00
3/rm $78.00
4/rm $76.00

2/rm $82.00
3/rm $73.00
4/rm $71.00

Cost of all trips includes:
'Game ticket
·•Round trip bus traNsportation
•1 night hotel accomodatioHS (except New Mexico State)
•Round trip from hotel to game

Contact Student Travel to reserve your seat
277"2336

Student Travel Center

Downstairs Student Uniorl Building

dancer Debbie Wilson said the
"Ballet" in the name is really simply a tenn for professional dance and
shouldn't be translated as the classical type of dance known in English
as "ballet."
Even so, in many ways the company's unique blending of classical
ballet styles and jazz techniques
came close to being the fusion of
forms suggested to English speakers
by the name.
In an often striking juxtaposition
of classical ballet footwork and jazz
hand movements, Les Ballets presented dance as a sort of spiritual
celebration, a mood rare in most
modern dance companies,
Wilson said this uniqueness resides in the basic difference between
jazz dance and more traditional art
forms.
"Classical dance is very square,
very placed on the body," Wilson
said. "Jazz twists everything out a
bit and it comes from inside - it's
more of an internal feeling.

"All of us approach it in a different way, but it basically comes
from the guts," she said.
Though some of the company's
members seemed to abandon themselves to this approach better than
others, Les Ballets' Albuquerque
performances showed exactly what
Wilson was talking about.
Apart from the fascinating
melange of forms, the most rewarding part of Lcs Ballets' performance
was the ability of about hal fits mem·
bers to give external expression to an
internal ecstasy of movement.
This uncommon coexistence of
dance styles, including inventive
modern movements and touches of
humor, was the baseline for the
works presented by Les Ballets from
"La Faim," a percussive piece
rooted in provocative ritual images,
to "La Perfectly Swell," a playful
medley of nostaligic visions.
After such a performance, it's
easy to see why Wilson said the
company creates new dance audiences wherever it goes.

times, and not so well atti mes."
Injuries to the Aggies' top two
quarterbacks may hamper Zechman's rebuilding efforts. Junior
Mark Haugo, who had attended
such pass-happy schools as
Brigham Young and San Diego
State before landing at New Mexico, was lost for the year with a
shoulder injury in NMSU's 15-7
win over Louisiana Tech.
Bill Ramsey, who had split
playing time with Haugo before
the injury, twisted an ankle last
week but should be able to ·ptay
against the Lobos. ff not, Zechman will go with freshman Pierre
Cooper, who "played pretty well
last week," the 37-year-old head
coach said.
Zechman said although UNM
had lost two consecutive games,
he doesn't anticipate anything
different from the Lobos. "New
Mexico is an ex.cellent football
team," Zechman said. "I'm sure
they aren't going to do anything
very different just because
they've lost a couple in a row."
Although the UNM-NMSU
game doesn't get the national
attention that some rivalries, like
Ohio State-Michigan, gain,
Zechman said the the battle for
the state's bragging rights should
be brawl.
''Riv~l games like this arealways intense and hard fought,"
Zechman said. "A lot times the
games are well played by both
teams.
''I'm sure New Mexico will be
ready and I think we'll be
ready," Zechman added. "Anything less and we would be cheating the fans out of their money."

By Earl Jones

The University of New Mexico
women's cross country team has its
work cut out when it travels to Provo, Utah, friday to compete in the
13-team BYU Invitational with such
schools as Stanford and UCLA.
Asked abou.t UNM's chances of
winning the meet, Coach Cindy
Schmandt said, ''That's where reality steps in - Stanford is going to
be there."
Stanford Coach Brookes Johnson, who will head the 1984
Women's Olympic Track and field
Team, fields the strongest team with
eight women who have run the
3,000 meters in un;Jer nine minutes.
The UNM record is 09:30.9 .
"Every school going has at least
two proven runners, except UNM."
said Schmandt.
Schmandt said the Lobos are improving on their pace, tempo and
aggressiveness and plan to "scare
some of the big names.' •
"Nobody is thinking about
UNM," she said, "but I think we
can fight and do well in a meet where
it means something to get fifth
place.''
Schmandt said the Lobos would
be ecstatic if they beat UCLA,
which has "files of athletes" but
"little experience."
Schmandt said UNM is virtually
"unknown" because of the University's remoteness.

Jobs Available

Call 766·3895
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YALE BLOOD PLASMA
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I
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1 Yo~o~~~~ ~~~u~~~~~ ~~sWa;~t:t~~~~tv;~c~~itary
As a plasma donor
you can earn $70 or more per month .•

Bring thisYour
ad for
$5 bonus
on your
1st donation
plasma
is vitally
needed

I
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I
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and have a valid picture 1.0.
Offer expires August 31, 1983
1 coupon per donor & not valid
with other coupons
New Donors Accepted Monday-Friday 12:30-3:30

Offer expires Sept. 31, 1983

YALE BLOOD PLASMJ\, INC..
Yal.=e=----

The No. 4 horse, Walter 0. of Ruidoso, N.M., won the
sixth race for three year olds at the State Fair track
Tuesday. The race paid $13.60 on a $2.00 bet.

....--~Wl(Q~VID

has openings for Aviation lnte.lligence Officers. No experience necessary. Up to
$31,000 in four years Extensive 8 month
training includes photo interpretation,
analysis of foreign capabilities, recognition
of foreign equipment, maintaining information analysis plots and tactical briefing. College students or grads under age 34 and a
U.S. Citizen. Able to obtain the Navy's highest intelligence clearance. Excellent benefits. Extensive paid travel and 30 days
paid vacation.

II

Alexandria Kitlg

The University of New Mexico
football team needs student managers. The job is under work-study.
Contact Ed Filmer at 277-5315 for
more information.

The Navy

Crew Aids Performances
"It's the best job I could. have while getting through college,''
University of New Mexico theater arts student Paul Calcagno said
about his job as a member of Popejoy Hall's technical crew.
While handling last·minute details for Lcs Ballets Jazz de Montreal's Monday night performance, Calcagno and Judi Mersereau,
another member the Popejoy technical staff, described the role stU· .
dents play in the backstage process of presenting a show.
For each of approximately 250 shows presented every year in
Popejoy Hall, a technical crew of about a dozen UNM students is :
responsible for se.tting up any required lighting, sound system, stage
rigging, costumes, sets and security.
Calcagno said the crew "does everything from layilig down the
vinyl dance floor to showing customers (performers) where the bathrooms are."
Calcagno said for any show, crews may have lo set up Popejoy's 129
lights, climb a 35-footladder to reach overhead riggings or lights, or
move a 16-ton orchestra shell into place.
Merceteau said the crew works anywhere from five to 30 hours a
week, depending on the number of productions appearing in Popejoy.
Mounting Les Ballets Jazz de Montreal's production was relatively
easy, Calcagno said. It took the crew only about two"and-a-half hours
because of the company's simple stage design.
Some shows, however, Calcagno said, can be "real bears" rcquir·
ing as much as eigh~ hours to mount, depending on the complexity of
lighting, sets, sound and costumes.
Mercereau said the job gives students a lot of ''practical, on-thc·job
experience'' and enables them to meet professionals and make future
job contacts they might not otherwise make.

Lobos To Face Tough Squads

Zechman Instills New Attitude

ENTS DAY, SATURDAY, OCT.
INVITE YOUR PARENTS TO
UNM'S SIXTH ANNUAL PARENTS
Residents Hall
and Fraternity
and Sorority
Open Houses!
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FRONTIER/Leisure Services Scoreboard
Room 230, Johnson Gym Phone 277-5151

MEN'S AND WOMEN'S EVENTS*

GETAWAY/SPECIAL EVENTS

Manager/Participant !lleeting
Archery
Wednesday, September 21, 1983
Over-the line
Wednesday, September 21, 1983
Slow Pitch Softball (FF)Wednesday, September 21. 1983

Tijeras Trail Hide, Sunday, September 25, 1983
Saddle up for a Sunday afternoon trail ride in the Coun·
try on September 25! The Getaway Program Is sponsoring
the trip~ which will feature a short lecture and demonstra·
tion on techniques for horseback riding by Ron Morris of
Las Lomas Ranch, followed by a one-hour ride. Sessions
begin at il:OO a.m. and 1:00 p.m. The entry fee is$4.50 per
person and registrations will be taken in the Letsure Ser·
. vices Office, Room 230 In Johnson Gym, 277-5151. Bring
along a friend and sign up early~ .. limited spaces· avail·
able!

(Ff)··requires a $10.00 refundable forfeit fee.
•AU Menfs, Women's and· Co·Rec entries are due at the
MANDATORY manager/participant meetings held at
4:15 p.m. in Room 154 of Johnson Gym.

MEN'S TOP 10
A TEAM FLAG FOOTBALL POLL
1. The Bench
2. Lambda Chi Alpha
3. California Ktds
4. Pi Kappa Alpha
5.SVA

6. 69ers
7. Sigma Chi
8. Shark Baits
9. T-Birds
10. Northern Bruisers

**SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENTS**
Due to scheduling conftlcts caused by the weather, the
leisure Services Program has changed the Slow Pitch
Softball season from the Spring to the Fall Semester,
Please take note of this change and plan on entering your
softball team today for thh~ year's season,

MEN'S TOPS
B TEAM FLAG FOOTBALL POLL
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

First Seal
Eliminator
Exploding Pigskins
Mean Machine
B·Bombers

WOMEN'S TOP 4 PRE-SEASON
FlAG FOOTBALL POLL
t.

Be sure to come to the leisure ServiCes Office to get
your free 1983·84 flip calendar. This 1983c84 calen~ar has
every leisure Services Activity .listed in It as welt as plenty
of room to place personal holes. The number of calendars
Is limHed so be sure to come get yours today.

Outlaws

2. ·souncer!ii
3. Beta Bruisers

4. Kosmlc Kappas

-------------------------

Free 8 oz, glass of

F·R.. E.s·.· .H. SQu·EEz··.·Eo
oRA·.N. GE
J.ul·. c·E
.
. ·
.
.
with purchase of breakfast or hamburger
($1.30 or more)

.

$.65 value
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Las N oticias
WI!AT'S HAI'I'f:NING TillS weekend? The second
annual Around-the-Mountain Tour. 60 miles around
tlte Sandia Motmtains slartlng from Eldorado High
School Sunday at 9 a.m. Information at local bike
shop~ or call268-3949.
9123
I>ANCING SO HOT you'll ruin your shoes! People·
~a coal you'll feel right at home. Party so great you'll
srty, "Hey, right on!" Kappa Sigmq Appreciation
Party! Friday 9 p.m. RSVP,
9/21
PARENTS DAY! SATURUAY, O~tobcr I, Share
your college experien~e wilh your parents! Campu~
tour~, special presen!utions by many campus
dcpr1rtmcnts, luncheons, football game tickets ancl
more! Cull Stltdenl Activities nt 277-4706 for more
information.
9/30
CONCI\I'TIONS SOUTIIWF~~T 83·84 editor ap·
plicntions lllliSt be drop)lCd orr by noon Sept. 26 nt
136 Marron Hall. Special handling basket consisting
of a brief description of qualifications plus portfolio.
277-5656.
9/26
LAST ('!lANCE! LEAIIN to dance. Ballroom Dance
Club has workshops In country western, night club
nnd jan dunclng. Call 277·4273 for more information.
9/21
8300 CJ.UII. ALL male gay club open 24 hours. 8307
Central NE. 255-6525.
9/30
l'llll DOARU: UN[)~;RGilADUATI':S interested in
applying for positions on UNM Publications Doarcl
shoulu contact Dan Serrano nt ASUNM, 277.5528.
9121

Personals
t'IWGGU:, I LOVE "drapes." Do you like umbulnnces? K- Roo.
9/21
IILAC'K IIALUll> TIIETA-Chi. call the exiled Sigma
Pi. 873-3545.
9/22
IIAI'PY lllltTIIIlA Y MAIUA, lch Iiebe dich. David.
9121
KAPPAS Alii•: I'SYCIIED for SAB's Cherry Dust
9/23.
9/21
TO MY DF..AIIt:ST darling; Happy fourth anniversary! J love you so very muchl Forever yours,
Sweetheart.
9/21
AU'AU'A! HAPPY FOUitTII month anniversary, I
loveyoul Mama H•>udini.
9/21
CIJI·O'S ARE READY for SA,E's Cherry )lust 9/23.
9/21
MAKE CONTACT WITH that special someone or
friends and family. Place a personal message in the
clnssified~ today. Deadline: 1 p.m. the day before
insertion. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

Food/Fun

PROH:..'iSIONAI, TYPING. IBM Selectric 111,
Reasonable. Manuscripts, business, dissertations,
thesis, etc. Work guaranteed. 299-6256, 299-2676,
9/21
TYPIST ON CAMPUS, Sense of humor. Some
9/30
genlus.242-3093.
GUITAR LESSONS. ALL styles. Twenty-two years
teaching, John Mitchell 268-0496,
l 0/3
FIRST WOJID PROCESSING. Term papers, theses,
dissertations. Call Jan 265-9499.
9/23
TYPING, IBM SELECTRIC, 255·3337,
10/25
IIOUSI' NEED PAINTING? Interior~ ~nd exteriors.
Experienced painter. References avallable, Call
Victor277-5171 or Tony 243-7058.
9/23
TYI'JST. TERM PAPERS, resumes. 299·8970. 9/30
ONE WORLD PRODUCI'JONS; Multi-track
recording and complete 'A inch vi,Jeo facility in the
northern mountains near Taos. Phone7S8-3156.
9/30
MASSAGE THERAPY. REST, relaxation. 8222728. Voice pager.
10/3
QUICK, ACCURATE TYPING/charts/graphs In
my home. Call Tile Other Office 884-6564.
9/30
TilE CERVICAL CAP is a barrier method of birth
control. While under study by the FDA, the cap is
available locally. Cnll242-2402.
9/28
ACUI.EX WORD PROCESSING: Theses, dissertations, term papers, resumes, graphics. 831·3181,
12112
QUAJ.ITY TYPING, MONTGOMERY-San Pedro
area 90 cents/page, 881-644.5.
10/4
CONTACI'S·POI.ISIUNG, SOLUTIONS Casey
Optical Company on Lomas just west of Washington.
tfn
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traception, sterilization, abortion. Right To Choose,
294-0171.
tfn
WE GOT DISTRIBUTORS. Prescription eyeglass
frames. Orecnw!ch Village (Lennon Styles), gold
rimless. $54,50 (rcgt~lar $65.00), Pay Less Opticians,
5019 Mcnaul N,E., across from LaBclles.
tfn
PRt:GNANCY TESTING & counseling. Phone 247·
9819.
tfn

persons, aU utilities paid, $175 securitY deposit. Fully
furnished-security locks and laundry facilities. NP
children or pets. Please call before 6:00 ln the
evening, 266-8392.
tfn

For Sale
WOMAN ONLY: ONE roundtrip ticket. Albuq .•
New York City, Before 12/ll/83. $300•. After 6 p,m,
299-3858, Diane.
9/23
ALBUQUF,RQUE CIVIC LIGHT Opera annual
Rumma~e Sale: Sept. 22-23-24, Costumes, hats,
clothing and more. Further info, call345-4324. 9/23
DEPENDABLE DATSUN, NEEDS work, $800 or
pest offer, 293-4296 after 4:00.
9/27
74 MUSTANG II. AC, PS, PD, four-speed, AM
radio. New trans, tires, brakes. $1500-neg0 tiable,
883-1961 after8 p.m.
9/27
1980 SACHS MOPED. Good condition $225.
McCulloch 650 chain saw 20" bar $175. 292·3518.
Keep trying,
9/26
1968 RAMBLER STATION wagon. Runs, $350, Call
877-2133.
9/26
TRS-80 MOU:EI, I, 48K, two disk drives. Softw;~re
(word processing, DBM, others), Excellent condition,
$1000. 266-0670.
9/23
CAFE RACER 1982 Moto Guzzi Monza 50, 500 cc.
4000 miles, not even broken in yet. $2500 or best
offer. Call Mark at 268-1475,
9/23
STUDENTS Of' MUSIC and Life; Many State Fair
specials, including Martin 140 acoustic strings $3.65.
The New Wild West Music 243-2229.
9/23
TRUMPET W /STAND, LIKE new. Call266-l731,
9/21
MOPED$201l,l96-llll5.
9/21
WORD PROCESSOR, IBM. Uses fioppy disc. Free
discs. Priced to scli $2300, Call881-0313.
9/23
UTILITY TRAII.ER. CONVERTED Datsun pickup
bed. Excellent wood/trash hauler. $150 or best offer.
268-1640.
9/21
RADIO SHACK MODf;l. I Level II. 48K, cassette,
lots of software. Plus Centronics 779 printer, Both
mint condition. $1000. Call277-5620, 292-5930. 9/21
COMPUTER STUDENTS: TIRED of fighting the
crowds at the Computer Center? Get your terminals,
modems and micros at a discount, Call Thomas
Langford information Systems at 842-9438.
9/22

Housing
IIOUS~:MATE WANTED, TIIREE bdrm, yard and
garden, washer and dryer. Available Oct. 4. $17.5,
share utilitie~. Ncar UNM. Non-smoker, 298-j800
Kathc.
9/26
HOUS~:MATE WANTED TO share three bedrooms,
carpets, fireplace, woodburning stove, yard, Pets o.k.
Must be reliable with quiet living habits. Paul or
Debbie 266-3067.
9/26
UNM AREA. SPACIOUS, newly painted, clean two
bdrm. No children or pets. Call293-1070 after S p.m.

Employment
ALBUQUERQUE CIVIC LIGHT Opera: Three
work-study positions available Immediately. Box
office assit,, theatrical assit.: set painting and some
carpentry knowledge requirccl. Costume assit.:
sewing skills required. Transportation necessary, 3456577.
9/22
WANTED: IIABYSITTEit IN myhome(a~ross from

9126

I IIAVE THREE thrce-bdrm homes available for
under $400 month. Keith 255-1985, Rental Advisor.
Small fcc.
9/23
RJDGf:CREST HOUSE, BUSSTOP at door,
fireplace, large room for $120, 'A utilities. 266·2974.
9/23
IIOUSEMATE WANTED TO share two-bdrm house
in l"E. three miles from campus. SIBO plus 14
utilities. 883-7176,
9/23
RENT TillS STYLISII bungalow, just blocks from
UNM. $130 month. 255-1985 Rental Advisor. Small
fee,
9/23
STUDENT II OlliE AND apt. rentals available. All
sizes, nil have appliances. 2.55·1985 Rental Advisor.
TIU:JtAI'W'J'IC MASSAGE! INTRODUCI'OitY
Small fee,
9/23
,pcdah Two for $26. Laura Kobayashi 242-8042.
THE CITADEL: SUPERB location ncar UNM and
Acupressure, foot-renexology, sports massage. 9/27
clowntown. Bus service every 30 minutes. 1 bedroom
1YPINC:, WORn l'ROCESSING, Rindy 296-6298. • or efficiency, $240 to $320. All utilities paid. Deluxe
l/23
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
EXI'ERIENCt; TilE ACCLAIMED Fashion Two
room, swimming pool, TV room and laundry. Adult
Twenty skin care and glamour aids first hand. For
couples, no pets. JS20 University NE.243·2494. tfn
your complimentary make-up, contact Fashion Two
f'OR RENT: SPACIOUS two bdrm near all. Only
Twenty, 4015 Central NE, 255·5$69.
9126
S22S moves ya. 255-1985 Rental Advisor. Smail fee.
TUTORING- MATIIEMATJCS, STATIS'fiCS,
9123
French - Any lc\·el - lly clegrced, experienced
FOR RE!NT~ EFFICIENCY apartment, 1410 Girard
teachet·tutor. 266·4247.
9126
N.E., $230/mo., for one person, $2$0/mo. for 2
IIEIIIlAI,In~. I.OSE CELI.ULITE and weisf1t
naturally, gradually, safely. Look younger. Have
morcenergr. 884·4604.
10/14
TEIU\1 PAPERS, TJn:s•;s, dlssenations typed on
lllM Word Processor. Editing service Included. :
needs an
:
9123
Special studcrtt cutes. 298-6006.
operations technician
•
•
DIVOUCE AND PERSONAL Growth Seminar
:
to r~cord satellite led programs.
:
begins '>ept. 21 for then Tuesdays 7:30.10 p.m. Call
•
Must be work-study qu~lilied
•
Barbara Brown 2!18-80.34 or Walter Polt266-3421,
•
wilh flexible schedule
e
9/22
•
Contact Gayle l<ruegct
•
TYPING, WORU I'ROCESSI!IIG, Term papers,
•
at 177-4806
•
theses, dissertations, editing. Uesumes professionally
written. Reasonable tates. 881·0313,
9i2.l
FRENCIJTUTORING. CAU,292-7381.
9121
MARC'S GUITAR CENTEU. Quality lessons, sales,
rentals and repairs. 143 Har•ard SE.265-3315.
tfn

liEU• ttS CELEB RAn; 1st Anniversary Sale at the

100% hand-crafted cotton futons

Mixed Bag. SOPio off on all candles, carob and yogurt
products, and all gift containers. llig savings at 2210
9123
('entral SE. across from UNM.
AU. l'()U CAN eat Friday, Saturday. Goal Post
{'nfe, 3004 Cent raiSE.
9/22
"FOOil/H!!II" IS n place for announcements of
restaurants, parties. food sales and stores, concerts,
etc. Announce your goodies and/or entertainment
today.
tfn

Bright Future Futon Company
• a collage Industry·

2424 Garlteld Avenue SE

Albuquerque. NM 87106

G
·

CfiFE
3004 Central SE
(One Block East of Girard)

All you can eat
Friday
Fish $3.95
Saturday
Chicken $3.95

New Mexico
Daily Lobo
Subscriptions
Only $10 per year
~

1.

lllliii"'J\'"'"• SAGE GREEN,
CAMOUFLAGE, BLUE

$46.75 and up
<11

~

,...

AllFMAN~o~,
~~,.

'~

ARMY·NAVY GOODS
504 YALE SE

2&s-nn

.

Miscellaneous
ANTIQUE CLOTHES COLLECI'ION; Once-a-year
sale, Reasonably priced, 1880s-1950s, whites, velvets,
never-worn 1940s. Thurs., Friday 1·6 p.m. Cash only.
419 Dallas NE.
9/23
ANYBODY WITNESSING A hit-and-run involving
a red "64" VW on Monday (9-12), please call 8845058.
9/21
FREE KITTENS, EVENINGS 256-9507.
9123
WIN A TRJP anywhere In United States. Register at
Goal Post Cafe, 3004 Central SE.
9/22
CLASSIFIEDS GET RESULTS. Place your ad
today. 131 Marron Hall.
tfn

*****************
SUPER
*

~NEW

~- LOBO SPECIAL ~
~

'fC
-+c

~

Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

~
iC
~
:
~
~

KOSHER STYLE
SUPER DOG
CHURLY Q FRIES
SM SOFT DRINK

ONLY

225

MON & WED ONLY

T

~HOT DOGERY

CHICAGO STYLE HOT DOGS
LOMAS AT YALE

Meeting open to all
Science and Engineering students
Wed., Sept. 21, 7:00pm
Location: Old Lecture Hall

Marron Hall, Room 131
Or send $10 to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.;
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

'

ll

I

fl:

./
I

ACROSS
1 Malice
6 Narrative
10 British gun
14 Glorify
15 Undo
16 Old Irish
capital
17 Gas
18 Gazelles
20 Run into
21 Funny one
22 Vote in
23 Leave port
25 Integrity
27 Augmenting
30 Cruel one
31 Made level
32 Wand
33 Edge
36 Title
37 Tool
38 Yearn
39 Choose
40 Controlled
41 Garbo
42 Slanted
44 Fall, e.g.
45 Turns
47 Partly: Prefix
48 Fragrance
49.Toolset

50 Teases
54 Petting
57 Mr.-:
Mender
58 Trees
59 U.K. stream
60 Steward
61 Leftovers
62 Favorites
63 Property
DOWN
1 BlUff
2 Ponder
3 US playwright
4 Feet: Slang
5 Ending for
cist or disc
6 Follow
7 Relative
8 Illuminated
9 Chern. suffix
10 Garments
11 Wall covers
12 Construct
13 Unpleasant
19 Marx student
21 Peruke
24 Moreover
25 Loathed
26 Bouquet
27 Steam: Prefix

'*

**
*
**
*~
**

*****************

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

All you can eat dinners include
soup, salad, vegetable, roll, and
potato.

'JSAF FLIGHT JACKET
GENUINE Ql

LOST SOMETIIING? COME to the Daily .Lobo
business office, 131 Marron Hall. We have a shirt,
four sets of keys, and two of Allee Mandell's identification cards.
9/26
CLAIM YOUR LOST possessions at Campus Police.
8!00 a.m. to4:00 p.m. daily.
tfn

THE

:

·········~·············

Lost&Found

Elections and upcoming Career Fair
will be discussed

•••••••••••••••••••••••
KUNM RADIO

.tech night club anti mtaurant. Waiter, cocktail
waiter, bartender, Cali Mark Z68-9998 betv.:een 12-4
Montlay thru Friday or after 7 p.m.
91;!1
PART-TIME JOB afternoons .and evenings. Must be
21 years oJd, Must be able to work Friday and
Saturday nights. Apply in person, no pi! one calls
please. Saveway Liquor Store at 5516 Menaul NP and
5704 LomasNE.
10/14

{505) 268·9738

Services

:

UNM) for Tues. and Thurs. from 10:30-1:30. Call
Yasmin 26()..2633.
9/27
WORK·SHJUY STUDENTS needed. Research Aide
II and Office Assistant II. Contact Jeanette at 2773622.
9/26
FIJ,LL AND PART·TIM'l jobs available now! Call
Keith at255-1985, Job Act visor, Small fee,
9/23
WANTED: A RCHJTECTURAL DRAFTSPERSON
part-time. Self-nwtlvated, experienced in con·
struction documents. Call266-2705 after 5 p.m. 9/22
WORK-STUDY POSITION. NMEAF has openings
for office assistants. Cali 843-7010 fqr interview
appointment.
9/26
CASHIERS NEEDED IMMEDIAl'EI,f for all
shifts. Various other ppenings available also. 255·
1985, Job Advisor. Small fee.
9/23
MICROCOMPUTER SOFTIVARE SALEs. Full or
part-time. CP/M and microcomputer experience
required. Call the Softwaire Centreat292-7848. 9/23
INTERNATIONAL TOUR/TRAVEL c~;~rnpany
seeks on-campus representative. Only sophomores
and second-semester freshmen need apply. Above
average income and internalional leisure travel
guaranteed. For information, call collect. Mary at
Scholastic Travel Corp. 214-739-3270,
9/21
PIANO PLAYERS, CAN you play, sing comp7 We
need part-time evening pia'lo players with talent and
personality for restaurant/bar show tune. Popular
easy rock, Call Mark 268.9998,
9/21
EXPERIENCED WAITI'ERSON needed. Goal Post
Cafe, 3004 Central SE.
9/22
JANITORS, GUARDS, COUNTER help,
restaurant, office, construction jobs available today.
9/23
Keith262·1972, Advisor. Small fee.
STUDENT JOBS, JOBS, jobs! Ail shifts available.
9/23
Call now25H985, Job Advisor. Small fee.
STUDENTS WANTED TO work catering events on
and off campus. Nights, weekends and wee!(days. All
work is part-time. Apply at Food Service orne~,
Student Union Bldg. Experience preferred.
9/26
WANTED: YOUNG, HEALTHY open-minded
persons interest eel In part-time night work in new

TUESDAY'S
PUZZLE SOLVED

28 Trickle
29 Desert
hazards:
2 words
30 Full
32 Packages
34 Preposition
35 Ratty
37 Cat's-paw
38 Canada's
Midwest
40 Rosters
41 Stone

43 Weakest
44 Become firm
45 Fast driver
46 Fanon
47 Symbols
49 Fastener
51 Sharp tools
52 Bestow
53 Let it stand
55 Juice
56 Verb contraction
57 Monk

"

